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A B S T R A C T

In this study, the effects of foundation uplift on the seismic loading of wind turbine tower and shallow foun-
dation are investigated. A dynamic Winkler model is proposed for the dynamic response analysis of shallow
foundation supported structures and is named as QzSimple4, in which PySimple3 is applied to replace the
elastoplastic component in QzSimple2 for the compression under the foundation and the gap model in
QzSimple1 is assembled to capture the foundation uplift. The proposed model agrees well with the q-z experi-
mental backbone curves and reasonably captures the acceleration responses of the bridge deck and the settle-
ment-rotation responses of the shallow foundation under various excitation levels. However, QzSimple2 model
strongly overestimates the q-z backbone curves in terms of linear range and ultimate bearing capacity, which
leads to obviously overestimate some acceleration responses of the bridge deck and significantly underestimate
the settlement responses of the shallow foundation. Finally, a systematical study is performed to investigate the
effects of foundation uplift on the seismic loading by using the proposed Winkler model and the equivalent linear
sway-rocking model. The foundation uplift occurs under severe earthquakes. Without considering the foundation
uplift, the moment on the wind turbine tower is slightly overestimated, while that on the shallow foundation is
significantly underestimated for the large soil stiffness. This is one reason why the shallow foundations at Aso-
Nishihara wind farm were damaged during the Kumamoto earthquake.

1. Introduction

As stated in DNVGL [1], it is necessary to consider the fatigue limit
state (FLS), the ultimate limit state (ULS) as well as the accidental limit
state (ALS) in the design of wind turbine supporting structures. FLS and
ULS rely more on the initial stiffness and damping of soil and relate to
the cyclic nature of soil (e.g. the degradation of strength and stiffness
shown in Allotey and El Naggar [2]) while the ALS focuses on the da-
mage caused by accidental hazards such as typhoon and earthquakes.
This study focuses on the damage of wind turbine supporting structures
caused by the Kumamoto earthquake. About 90% shallow foundations
of wind turbines at the Aso-nishihara wind farm in Kumamoto, Japan
were damaged due to the Kumamoto earthquake, while all wind turbine
towers are safe [3]. The damage analyses of shallow foundations at the
Aso-nishihara wind farm indicated that the response under the shallow
foundation during the strong earthquake was nonlinear and the strong
foundation uplift was involved. In the current JSCE guideline [4], the
equivalent linear sway-rocking model (SR model) is adopted, which
approximately considers the nonlinear soil-structure interaction using
the equivalent soil stiffness and damping, but does not consider the

effects of foundation uplift. The questions arise that what the effects of
foundation uplift are on the safety of wind turbine supporting structures
and what will happen during the strong earthquake if the foundation
uplift is not considered in the design.

In terms of modelling the soil-structure interaction of shallow
foundation, a great many researches have been performed in the past
decades, which can be categorized as sway-rocking model (also known
as macroelement model, e.g. Chatzigogos et al. [5], Figini et al. [6]) and
Winkler model (e.g. Allotey and El Naggar [7-9], Raychowdhury and
Hutchinson [10]). The Winkler model in Raychowdhury and Hutch-
inson [10] is focused in this study since it is popular and available in the
open-source software OpenSees [11]. A set of well-formed models, such
as PySimple1 [12], QzSimple1 [13] and TzSimple1 [14], were proposed
for a beam on nonlinear Winkler foundation (BNWF) analysis of pile
foundation by fitting to the static and slow cyclic tests (e.g. the API sand
p-y model) by Boulanger et al. [15]. These models were recalibrated for
the BNWF analysis of shallow foundation by the static and slow cyclic
tests by Raychowdhury and Hutchinson [10], which are known as Py-
Simple2, QzSimple2 and TzSimple2. The geometrical nonlinearities of
soil-structure interaction are also included in these models, such as the
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gap model in PySimple1 for the separation behavior of pile foundation
and the gap model in QzSimple2 for the uplifting behavior of shallow
foundation. However, Choi et al. [16] pointed out that the API sand p-y
model (also for PySimple1) is not suitable for the dynamic analysis of
pile foundation in terms of ultimate bearing capacity, initial stiffness as
well as the shape of p-y backbone curve and proposed the PySimple3
model to better capture the nonlinear p-y behavior of pile foundation in
sand during earthquake loading. It is doubted whether the QzSimple2
model can capture the nonlinear behavior under shallow foundation
and the BNWF analysis with QzSimple2 can predict the dynamic re-
sponses of the whole system during earthquake loading.

Many researches (see Katsanos, et al.[17]) focused on the seismic
implications on the wind turbine since numerous wind turbines are
installed in the earthquake active areas. Bazeos et al.[18] studied the
seismic behavior of a steel tower for a 450 kW 38 m high wind turbine
with a set of linear springs and dashpots at the soil-foundation interface
of the finite element model, and pointed out the effects of soil-structure
interaction (SSI) on the fundamental frequency of wind turbine tower,
on the higher vibrational modes in terms of their shapes and the cor-
responding natural frequencies. The importance of SSI effect on the
seismic responses of wind turbine towers and foundations were also
mentioned by several other researches (e.g. Zhao and Maißer [19], Butt
and Ishihara [20]). However, these researches did not investigate the
effects of foundation uplift on the seismic loading of wind turbine
supporting structures. Recently, the damages of shallow foundations at
the Aso-nishihara wind farm due to the Kumamoto earthquake were
analyzed by a Winkler model with the spring model assembled by tri-
linear model and gap model, but the effect of foundation uplift on the
seismic loading of wind turbine towers was not investigated. In addi-
tion, some researches (see Richard [21], Czerewko et al. [22], Cabalar
et al.[23] and Schneider and Senders[24]) investigated how the geo-
logical formation affects the design of wind turbine supporting struc-
tures. The geological formation of the Aso-nishihara wind farm can be
found in Reference [3].

In this study, the effects of foundation uplift on the seismic loading
of wind turbine tower and shallow foundation are investigated using a
new dynamic Winkler model, which is proposed in Section 2. The
proposed Winkler model is then validated by a series of shaking table
tests in Section 3. The effects of foundation uplift on the seismic loading
of wind turbine supporting structures are investigated in Section 4.
Conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. A new dynamic Winkler model for shallow foundations

The response of a shallow foundation is usually analyzed using the
beam on the nonlinear Winkler foundation (BNWF) approach. A new
dynamic Winkler model for the shallow foundation supported structure
is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the Winkler model, the soil-shallow foundation
interaction is modeled with multiple distributed q-z springs and two
horizontal springs (known as p-x spring and t-x spring) (see Fig. 1b).
Note that the terminologies “q-z spring, p-x spring and t-x spring” are
named according to the coordinate in Fig. 1b, which are the sames as
those in Raychowdhury and Hutchinson [10]. The q-z springs in the
vertical direction captures the vertical and rocking behaviors under the
vertical resistance of a shallow foundation, the p-x spring is used for the
sliding behaviour under the passive side resistance of an embedded
shallow foundation, while the t-x spring is for the sliding behaviour
under the frictional resistance along the base of a shallow foundation.
As shown in Fig. 1c, the proposed q-z spring (referred as QzSimple4) is
obtained by combining a gap component in QzSimple1 and an elasto-
plastic component in PySimple3, which yields a fully compressed be-
havior in the negative side, but a reduced uplift behavior in the positive
side.

Note that the soil damping includes hysteretic damping, radiation
damping as well as small-strain damping. The small-strain damping is
needed since soil is known to exhibit damping even at the smallest

levels of measurable strain (e.g., Vucetic and Dobry [25]), which is 2%
in JSCE guideline [4]. One way to consider the three types of soil
damping is depicted in Turner [26], the hysteretic damping is captured
by the hysteretic loops of the PySimple3 model, the radiation damping
is accounted for by adding a viscous dashpot in parallel with an elastic
spring in the PySimple3 model and the small-strain damping is in-
corporated with structural damping by Rayleigh damping. In this study,
the hysteretic damping, the small-strain damping and the structural
damping are considerred as same as those in Turner [26], but the ra-
diation damping is not considered to keep consistent with Choi et al.
[16]. Another reason why the radiation damping is not added is that the
radiation damping is usually not accounted in the equivalent linear SR
model (see JSCE guideline [4]).

2.1. Constitutive relationships of q-z, t-x and p-x springs

As illustrated in Fig. 1c, the proposed q-z spring is assembled by an
elastoplastic component and a gap component. The governing equa-
tions of PySimple3 are adopted for the elastoplastic component as de-
scribed in Eqs. (1)–(5) and those of the gap model in QzSimple1 are
used for the gap component as shown in Eqs. (6) and (7).

The PySimple3 model proposed by Choi et al. [16] is adopted for the
elastoplastic component of the proposed q-z spring to capture the
compression and rotation behavior of soil-structure interaction. The
elastic constitutive law (Eq. (1)), the yield function (Eq. (2)), the plastic
modulus definition (Eq. (3)), the kinematic hardening law (Eq. (4)), the
elastoplastic modulus K (Eq. (5)) of the PySimple3 model are presented
herein briefly.
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where Ke is the elastic modulus, Kp is the plastic modulus; f is the yield
function; q is the value of q at the center of the elastic region (analo-
gous to the backstress in the classical plasticity theory), qy is the
yielding force, qin is the value of q at the start of current plastic loading
cycle and qu is the ultimate bearing capacity; C is the hardening ma-
terial constant; ze is the elastic displacement rate, zp is the plastic dis-
placement rate, z is the displacement rate.

The gap model in QzSimple1 (see Boulanger [13]) is adopted for the
gap component of the proposed q-z spring to capture the behavior of
foundation uplift, which consists of a closure element and a drag ele-
ment in parallel. The closure element is a bilinear elastic spring, which
is relatively stiff in compression and very flexible in tension (see Eq.
(6)) and the drag component is modeled with a hyperbolic spring (see
Eq.(7)).
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where qc and qd are the forces in the closure element and the drag
element respectively, qin

d is the value of qd at the start of current plastic
loading cycle, zin

g is the value of zg at the start of current plastic loading
cycle and is the suction ratio, which means the ratio of the maximum
suction force to the ultimate bearing capacity of the q-z nonlinear
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spring; z50 is the value of z where q equals to q0.5 u.
The governing equations of the p-x and t-x springs are similar to

those of the q-z spring. More specifically, the same elastoplastic com-
ponent is used in both p-x and t-x springs. In terms of the gap compo-
nent of the p-x spring, the drag element is the same as that in the q-z
spring (see Eq.(7)), but the closure element is governed by Eq. (8) (see
Boulanger [12]). Note that no gap component exists in the t-x spring.
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where +y0 is the memory term for the positive side of the gap, y0 is the
memory term for the negative side of the gap. The initial values of +y0
and y0 are y 10050 and y 10050 , respectively. y50 is the value of y where
p equals to p0.5 u.

2.2. Description of input parameters

The input parameters for the q-z spring and the references to de-
termine these parameters are summarized in Table 1. The ultimate
bearing capacity qu of the whole rectangular foundation is calculated by
Eq. (9), which follows Meyerhof [27].

= + +q cN F F F D N F F F BN F F F LB( 0.5 )u c cs cd ci f q qs qd qi s d ri (9)

where c is cohesion, is the unit weight of soil, Df is the depth of
embedment, L is the length of foundation, B is the width of foundation;
Nc, Nq and N are the bearing capacity factors, Fcs, Fqs and F s are the
shape factors, Fcd, Fqd and F d are the depth factors, Fci, Fqi and Fri are the
inclination factors. These factors are the functions of soil friction angle

and can be found in Meyerhof [27]. In this study, the dynamic values
of friction angle and cohesion (known as dynamic and cdynamic) rather
than the static values (known as staticand cstatic) are adopted to calculate
the ultimate bearing capacity qu, which is a major difference from the
previous models and the reason why the dynamic Winkler model is
used. The rate effect on the ultimate bearing capacity of shallow
foundation was proved by Vesic et al. [32] for the dense sand and by
Carroll [33] for the buckshot clay by experiments. Moreover, Vesic [47]
suggested that the minimum value of qu in granular soil can be obtained
by using dynamic equaling to static−2°. It is suggested that the values of

dynamic and cdynamic can be determined by Eqs. (10) and (11).

<°2static dynamic static (10)

c c1.5dynamic static (11)

where dynamicand cdynamic are the values under the dynamic condition
while static and cstatic are the values under the static condition.

Fig. 1. Shallow foundation supported structure and its models.

Table 1
The input parameters for the proposed q-z spring.

Parameters in q-z spring and their locations References to determine parameters

qu Elastoplastic component Meyerhof [27]
Keq Gazetas [28]
qy Kagawa and Kraft [29] and Darendeli

[30]
C Choi et al. [16]
z50 Gap component Raychowdhury [31]
Cd Raychowdhury[31]
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The elastic spring stiffness Keq can be determined according to
Gazetas [28] for the rectangular foundation or the Cone model (see
JSCE guideline [4]) for the circular foundation. Keq in Gazetas [28] is
shown in Eq.(12).

= +K GL B
L1

0.73 1.54eq
0.75

(12)

whereG is the initial shear modulus of soil, is the Poisson ratio of soil.
The yielding force qy is expressed by Eq. (13).

=q K zy eq yield (13)

where = +z B2.5 (1 )yield yield (Kagawa and Kraft [29]), = 0.001%yield
(Darendeli [30]); zyield, yield are the displacement and the soil strain
where the yielding force occurs.

The hardening material constant C has been proposed for pile
foundation by Choi et al. [16] and the same equation is adopted for
shallow foundation as shown in Eq. (14). This is because the Winkler
modelling of shallow foundation can be analogy with that of pile
foundation.
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z50 is the value of z where q equals to q0.5 u and is usually obtained from
experiments. When the experimental data are not available, z50 can be
determined by Eq. (15) (see Raychowdhury [31]).
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where kf is a non-dimensional coefficient, which is calibrated via a
series of static shallow foundation tests in Raychowdhury [31]. It is
assumed that the same values can be used for the dynamic analysis.

The suction coefficient Cd is usually chosen from the range of
0 ~ 0.1. The input parameters for the p-x and t-x springs can be de-
termined similarly to those for the q-z spring, which are omitted here.

3. Validation of the proposed dynamic Winkler model

The information of shaking table tests is presented in Section 3.1.
The q-z spring backbone curve is validated in Section 3.2, and the
proposed dynamic Winkler model is investigated in Section 3.3.

3.1. Information of shaking table tests

A series of 1 g experiments (see Drosos et al. [34] and Anastaso-
poulos et al. [35]) were conducted at the Laboratory of Soil Mechanics
of the National Technical University of Athens to investigate three
foundation design alternatives representing three levels of design con-
servatism for a bridge pier-shallow foundation system under the seismic
shaking. The shaking table, ×1.3 m 1.3 m in dimensions, is capable of
shaking specimens of 2 Mg at accelerations up to 1.6 g. Synthetic ac-
celerograms, as well as real earthquake records can be simulated. The
actuator is equipped with a servo-valve, controlled by an analog inner-
loop control system and a digital outer-loop controller; it is capable of
producing a stroke of ± 75 mm(see Anastasopoulos et al. [36]). Fig. 2
presents the prototype of bridge pier-foundation system, the simplified
rigid-structure model showing the notation for loads and displace-
ments, the geometry of the foundation-structure model, the time his-
tories and elastic response spectra of representative sinusoidal excita-
tions. It is noted that considerable difference exists between the
targeted input motion and the generated motion especially in the re-
latively high frequency range due to the limitations in the motion re-
production efficiency of the shaking table (see Anastasopoulos et al.
[35]). It is hoped that the differences between the targeted and gen-
erated waves are small since the sinusoidal waves are simple with only

one dominant frequency.
In this study, two of the three foundation design alternatives, known

as large foundation and medium foundation, are employed to validate
the proposed Winkler model, the information of which are summarized
in Table 2 (see Drosos et al. [34]). The properties of dense dry sand are
summarized in Table 3.

3.2. Validation of q-z spring backbone curve

Considering many springs exist in the proposed Winkler model, the
accuracy of spring model is a prerequisite of the accuracy of the
Winkler model. Fig. 3 portrays the comparisons among the experi-
mental backbone curve, the proposed q-z spring model and the previous
QzSimple2 model. The experimental q-z backbone curves are derived
from the moment-rotation and settlement-rotation responses corre-
sponding to the Aegion seismic wave, which can be found in Appendix
A. The reason why the Aegion seismic wave is selected is due to its
characteristically short duration and the presence of a single strong
motion pulse. It is found that the proposed q-z spring model shows
favorable agreement with experiments for both large and medium
foundations. By contrast, the previous spring model QzSimple2 shows a
quite large linear range and significantly overestimates the ultimate
capacity for both foundations.

3.3. Validation of the proposed dynamic Winkler model

To validate the accuracy of the proposed dynamic Winkler model,
numerical analyses are performed for the large foundation in OpenSees
[11] by means of the BNWF approach, in which the proposed q-z spring
model and the QzSimple2 model are utilized and compared with ex-
perimental data. The bridge deck is modelled as a lumped mass and
connected to the center of shallow foundation by an elastic beam-
column element. The shallow foundation is modeled with 20 elastic
beam-column elements evenly distributed along the length of the
shallow foundation. Correspondingly, 21 q-z springs are distributed
along the shallow foundation at 0.55-m intervals. A t-x spring is con-
nected to the center of shallow foundation in the horizontal direction to
mimic the friction at foundation base. Since the shallow foundation
rests on the surface of sand layer, no p-x spring is needed. The con-
figuration of the Winkler model formed by QzSimple2 follows the re-
commendations in Raychowdhury [31]. Input excitations are imposed
by using the Multi-Support pattern command, which can yield the ab-
solute values of dynamic responses. The dynamic analyses are per-
formed by using a time step of 10-4, the transformation method for the
constraints handler, the reverse Cuthill-McKee scheme for the num-
berer, the Hilber-Hughes-Taylor method for the integrator, and the
energy increment test with a tolerance of 10-6 and a max iteration
number of 2000. The Rayleigh damping model is adopted to capture the
structural damping. Unlike 2% damping is used in Choi et al. [16], a
common value of 0.2% for the material damping of steel is adopted
since the experimental models are made of steel.

The acceleration responses of bridge deck and the settlement-rota-
tion responses of shallow foundation predicted by the numerical models
are compared with experiments in Fig. 4, for which the base excitation
is a 12-cycle 2-Hz sine pulse with a 0.15 g acceleration amplitude. For
this excitation level, the soil yields but no foundation uplift occurs,
which can be seen from the descending slope of the settlement-rotation
response. Therefore, it is adopted to validate the capability of the
proposed q-z spring to capture the behavior of soil compression. It is
noticed that regarding to the acceleration response of bridge deck, the
proposed model shows reasonable agreement with the experiment
while the previous QzSimple2 model significantly overestimates the
maximum value with a relative error of 35%. In terms of the settlement-
rotation response of the shallow foundation, the proposed model pre-
sents reasonable agreement with the experiment for the settlement re-
sponse but slightly overestimates the rotation response. This slight
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overestimation may be caused by the soil plastic deformation at the
edges of shallow foundation. By contrast, the previous QzSimple2
model does not capture the evolution of the settlement-rotation

response at all. This is because that the QzSimple2 model is much stiffer
than the proposed model as shown in Fig. 3.

The validation metric (see Schatzmann et al.[37] and Oettl [38]) is
introduced to quantify the agreement between experiments and the
proposed model, which is presented by a hit rate q and defined by Eq.
(16).

= =
=

q
N

n n D y x W1 , with 1, or | |

0, elsei

N

i i

y x
x q i i q

1

i i
i

(16)

where xi and yi are the values of responses of bridge deck and shallow
foundation from experiments and predictions, respectively. For the re-
sponse of bridge deck, they are the accelerations corresponding to time
points between 2 s and 8 s at 0.1-s intervals and for the response of
foundation, they are the settlements corresponding to the rotations of
0 rad, −0.5E-3 rad and 0.5E + 3 rad for the 0.15 g acceleration am-
plitude or those of 0 rad, −1.5E-3 rad and 1.5E + 3 rad for the 0.50 g
acceleration amplitude. N is the total number of cases, Dq and Wq are
the threshold. Values of the metric corresponding to the complete
agreement and disagreement are =q 1 and =q 0 respectively. As sug-
gested by Schatzmann et al. [37] and Oettl [38] , the thresholds

=D 0.25q and =W 0.1 |max|q are used in this study, in which |max| is a
maximum value supposed in the observation. Fig. 5 shows the scatter
plots for comparison between the numerical models and the experi-
mental results for the acceleration response of bridge deck and the
settlement-rotation response of shallow foundation for the 0.15 g ac-
celeration amplitude, together with the corresponding validation me-
tric boundary. It is observed that the proposed model shows much
better performance for the 0.15 g acceleration amplitude than the

Fig. 2. Bridge pier-foundation system and excitation inputs.

Table 2
Properties of large and medium foundations (in prototype).

Property Large Foundation Medium Foundation

Bridge deck mass [M (Mg)] 1200 1200
Pier height [H (m)] 13.6 13.6
Column height [hp (m)] 13.0 13.0
Column section area [A (m2)] 1.06 1.06
Column section moment of inertia [Ix

(m4)]
0.32 0.32

Foundation length [L (m)] 11.0 7.0
Foundation width [B (m)] 1.7 1.4
Foundation height [Hf (m)] 0.6 0.6
Total vertical load (N (kN)) 14,362 13,593
Static safety factor (FSv) 7.49 3.41
Fixed base period [T0 (s)] 0.16 0.16

Table 3
Summary of soil properties in shaking table tests.

Name Longstone sand

Relative density Dr (%) 85
Specific weight Gs 2.64
Friction angle (deg) 44
Poisson ratio 0.25
Coefficient of friction 0.7
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previous QzSimple2 model.
Similarly, Fig. 6 depicts the acceleration responses of bridge deck

and the settlement-rotation responses of shallow foundation by the
numerical models and experiments under the base excitation of a 12-
cycle 2-Hz sine pulse with 0.50 g acceleration amplitude. The ascending
slope of the rotation-settlement response proves that the foundation
uplift occurs for this excitation level. Therefore, it is adopted to validate
the capability of the proposed q-z spring to capture the behavior of
foundation uplift. It is found that for the acceleration response of bridge
deck, the proposed model and the previous QzSimple2 model predict
the responses with almost the same amplitude and very close to the
experiment. This slight underestimation after the first period may come
from the differences between the targeted and generated waves as
mentioned above or the error of measurement caused by scaling factor.
The reason why the two numerical models show the same peaks is that
the same gap model is used in the two numerical models. Referring to
the settlement-rotation response of shallow foundation, the proposed
model matches reasonably with the experiment while the previous

QzSimple2 model significantly underestimates the settlement response
but substantially overestimates the rotation response. This is also
caused by the large elastoplastic stiffness and ultimate bearing capacity
in QzSimple2 model. Fig. 7 shows the scatter plots for the 0.50 g ac-
celeration amplitude, together with the corresponding validation me-
tric boundary. It is obvious that the proposed model shows better
performance for the 0.50 g acceleration amplitude than the previous
QzSimple2 model. In summary, both the compression and uplift beha-
viors of the proposed q-z spring show better performance than those in
QzSimple2 model for 0.15 g and 0.50 g acceleration amplitudes, re-
spectively.

4. Seismic loading of wind turbine tower and shallow foundation

The shallow foundation of the No.4 wind turbine at the Aso-nishi-
hara wind farm was cracked during the severe Kumamoto earthquake,
which is adopted as the engineering background in this study. Fig. 8
shows the outline of the No. 4 wind turbine, the dimension of shallow

Fig. 3. Predicted and measured q-z backbone curves.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the responses under the base excitation of a 12-cycle 2-Hz sine pulse with a 0.15 g acceleration amplitude.
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foundation and the information of supporting soil. It is a 1.75 MW wind
turbine with the hub height of 66.074 m and the rotor diameter of
66 m. The shallow foundation is cruciform-shaped rather than con-
ventionally square-shaped, which has the dimensions of 14.5 m in
length, 6 m in width and 1.8 ~ 2.15 m in height. The detail information
of the wind turbine is summarized in Table 4. The wind turbine is
supported by the layered soil. It contains a clayey rock layer from
−1.7 m to −3.0 m (Layer 2), a sandy rock layer from −3.0 m to
−6.7 m (Layer 3) and a sandy rock layer from −6.7 m to −13.5 m
(Layer 4). Since the height of Layer 1 is 1.7 m while the embeddment of
foundation is 2.4 m, the properties of Layer 1 is omitted. The layer
under Layer 4 is the engineering bedrock, which is not shown in Fig. 8c.
The location of the dangerous section of shallow foundation is marked
in both Fig. 8b and 8c, which is crucial to evaluate the safety of shallow
foundation. The input seismic wave for the No.4 wind turbine is cal-
culated from the recorded seismic wave at Nishihara Komori by the
nonlinear soil dynamic analysis in OpenSees [11]. The acceleration
response spectra of recorded and calculated seismic waves are shown in

Fig. 9. More information about the wind turbine, the supporting soil
and the seismic wave can be found in Reference [3]. Note that the
acceleration response spectrum of the seismic wave at the engineering
bedrock is also plotted in Fig. 9, which will be used in Section 4.2.

4.1. Effect of foundation uplift on the seismic loading

The effect of foundation uplift on the seismic loading of wind tur-
bine tower and shallow foundation is investigated using two Winkler
models. One is the proposed Winkler model (referred as with uplift), in
which the foundation uplift is allowed. The other is a linear Winkler
model with constant spring stiffness and dashpot damping, in which the
foundation uplift is not allowed. The parameters in the equivalent
linear Winkler model are derived from the linear sway-rocking model
with the assumption of rigid foundation as shown in Appendix B (re-
ferred as w/o uplift). Two numerical models are built for the No.4 wind
turbine using the proposed Winkler and equivalent linear Winkler
models, in which the foundation is modelled as rigid beams since the

Fig. 5. Scatter plots for comparison between the Winkler model and the experiments for the 0.15 g acceleration amplitude.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the responses under the base excitation of a 12-cycle 2-Hz sine pulse with a 0.50 g acceleration amplitude.
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assumption of rigid foundation is adopted when deriving the equivalent
linear Winkler model. The rigid beams are approximated by elastic
beams with a very large Young’s modulus, e.g. =E E10RB

10
EB

= +E E( 2.3 07kPa)EB , ERB and EEB are the Young’s modulus of rigid and
elastic beams respectively. Note that cone model is adopted to convert
the layered soil into an equivalent half-sapce (see Ishihara and Wang
[39]) since the proposed and equivalent linear Winkler models can only
accept one set of parameters. The rotor-nacelle assembly is modeled
with a lumped mass and connetted to the tower top by a rigid beam.
The tower is modeled with lumped masses and Euler–Bernoulli beam
elements. The number of beam elements is 28, which meets the re-
quirement of JSCE guideline [4]. All lumped masses and stiffnesses of
beam elements are determined according to the real wind turbine. The
structural damping is modeled using the Rayleigh damping model and
the structural damping ratio of first mode is 0.2%, which is determined
according to the filed measurement of a 2.4 MW wind turbine in Oh and
Ishihara [40]. The structural damping ratio of second mode adopts the
same value as that of first mode as recommended by JSCE guideline [4].
The two numerical models are also implemented and solved in Open-
Sees [11] as described in Section 3.3.

The predicted maximum seismic loading on the wind turbine tower
with and without considering foundation uplift are presented in Fig. 10
and those on the shallow foundation are plotted in Fig. 11. It is observed
that the foundation uplift influences the seismic loading on wind turbine
tower and shallow foundation significantly. The maximum moments
predicted by the equivalent linear Winkler model is larger than those by
the proposed Winkler model for the whole tower, which means the
moments of wind turbine tower is overestimated without considering
foundation uplift. Considering the shear force of wind turbine tower, the
prediction at the tower base by the equivalent linear Winkler model is
significantly less than that by the proposed Winkler model, which implies
that the shear force of wind turbine tower is significantly underestimated
without considering foundation uplift. In terms of the seismic loading on
the shallow foundation, the predicted maximum shear forces and mo-
ments by the equivalent linear Winkler model are dramatically less than
those by the proposed Winkler model for most part of foundations, which
demonstrates that the foundation uplift significantly increases the
seismic loading on the shallow foundation.

To quantify the effect of foundation uplift, the differences of pre-
dicted seismic loading at tower base and the dangerous section of

shallow foundation with and without considering foundation uplift are
calculated by Eq. (17) and summarized in Table 5. It is found that the
predicted moment at tower base with considering foundation uplift is
14% less than that without considering foundation uplift while the
predicted moment at the dangerous section of shallow foundation with
considering foundation uplift is twice over than that without con-
sidering foundation uplift. Therefore, the foundation uplift affects the
seismic loading on the shallow foundation much more seriously than on
the wind turbine tower, which needs to be considerred in the design of
wind turbine supporting structures. It is understandable that when the
foundation uplift occurs, the contact area between the shallow foun-
dation and the ground is reduced, which causes the increase of seismic
loading on the shallow foundation. Inversely, the foundation uplift re-
leases the constants of tower base somehow, which leads to the de-
crease of seismic loading on wind turbine tower. Note that the dis-
crepancies of shear force at tower base with and without foundation
uplift may be due to the gravity of tower since the wind turbine tower is
tilted when the foundation uplift occurs while that at the foundation
center may come from the connection between beam elements of wind
turbine tower and shallow foundation.

= ×Dff x
x x

x
( ) 100%1

with uplift w/o uplift

wo/ uplift (17)

where Dff x( )1 is the difference of x with and without the foundation
uplift, xw/o uplift is the predicted x by the model without considering
foundation uplift (equivalent linear Winkler model), xwith uplift is the
predicted x by the model considering foundation uplift (proposed
Winkler model), x could be shear force or moment at the tower base or
at the dangerous section of foundation.

The moment-rotation responses at the tower base are predicted by
the equivalent linear Winkler and proposed Winkler models and com-
pared in Fig. 12. Two predictions by the proposed Winkler model are
plotted in Fig. 12, one uses a rigid foundation and the other uses an
elastic–plastic foundation with crack. It is observed that the moment-
rotation response without considering the foundation uplift is almost
linear while those with considering the foundation uplift are S-shaped,
which implies that the foundation uplift does occur for the targeted
wind turbine. When the foundation uplift occurs, the maximum mo-
ment is reduced and remains constant, but the maximum rotation in-
creases dramatically. This is also because the constraint of the shallow

Fig. 7. Scatter plots for comparison between the Winkler model and the experiments for the 0.50 g acceleration amplitude.
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foundation by the ground is released somehow. Considering the real
condition of wind turbine, the shallow foundation will be deformed or
even cracked, which intensifies the evolution of S-shaped moment-ro-
tation response. It is noted that the hysteretic loops of the moment-
rotation response are quite narrow, this is because the supporting soil is
quite stiff as shown in Fig. 8c.

4.2. Effect of soil properties on foundation uplift

A sensitivity analysis study is performed to investigate the effect of
soil properties on foundation uplift by changing the stiffness of sup-
porting soil. The information of turbine, tower as well as shallow
foundation keeps the same as those of the No.4 wind turbine and the
configuration of the changeable soil stiffness is illustrated in Fig. 13. 5
representative soil stiffnesses are investigated, which are scaled from a
typical soil type Soil I. The information of Soil I [41] is summarized in
Table 6. The S-wave velocity and P-wave velocity of each layer (except
the bedrock) are scaled with different scaling factors to match the
equivalent S-wave velocity for each soil case. The equivalent S-wave

Fig. 8. The No. 4 wind turbine.

Table 4
Summary of the No.4 wind turbine.

Description Value

Name Vestas V66
Rating 1.75 MW
Hub height (above G.L) 66.074 m
Rotor diameter 66 m
Tower diameter,

thickness
2.314 ~ 4.028 m, 0.012 ~ 0.028 m

Nacelle & rotor mass 84,100 kg
Tower mass (with

equipments)
98,800 kg

Foundation shape,
dimension

Cruciform shaped, Concrete
6 m × 14.5 m × (1.8 ~ 2.15) m, Steel D25@200 (top
& bottom)

Foundation material Concrete C25, Steel SD-295A
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velocity of each soil case is calculated by using Cone model [39]. The
equivalent S-wave velocity and scaling factor of each soil case are
shown in Table 7. The nonlinear geotechnical properties of Soil I and
the scaled soils can be modelled by Hardin-Drnevich model with the
reference shear strain 0.5 of 0.10% for sand and 0.18% for clay and
maximum damping ratio hmax of 21% for sand and 17% for clay as
shown in JSCE guideline [4]. The seismic wave at engineering bedrock
is back-calculated by using the recorded Kumamoto earthquake at
Nishihara Komori, whose acceleration response spectrum with the
damping ratio of 5% is shown in Fig. 9.

Similar to Section 4.1, two numerical models with the proposed and
Winkler models are built and solved for each soil case in OpenSees [11].
The predicted maximum seismic loading at the base of wind turbine
tower are plotted in Fig. 14 while those at the dangerous section of
shallow foundation are plotted in Fig. 15. The corresponding differ-
ences between the predictions by the two models are summarized in
Table 8. It is noticed that the strong foundation uplift occurs for all soil
cases, and large differences exist in the moment at the dangerous sec-
tion of shallow foundation with and without considering the foundation
uplift (see Fig. 15b). It is confirmed that for all soil stiffnesses, the
foundation uplift reduces the moment at the tower base but increases
the moment at the foundation dangerous section. However, the effect of
foundation uplift on the shear forces strongly relies on the supporting

soil stiffness. The foundation uplift reduces the shear forces at both the
tower base and foundation dangerous section for the softer soil but
increases those for the stiffer soil. Since the moment is dominant for the
safety of wind turbine supporting structures, the reason why the 90%
foundations were cracked but all the towers were safe at the Aso-
nishihara wind farm is revealed.

4.3. Effect of earthquake intensity on foundation uplift

Since the intensity of Kumamoto earthquake is much larger than
that of design requirement[3], the effect of earthquake intensity on
foundation uplift is investigated to support the design of wind turbine.
The influence of earthquake intensity on the response of uplifting
structures is also investigated in previous researches (e.g. Yim and
Chopra [42], Xu and Spyrakos [43], Chen and Lai [44], Drosos et al.
[34], Qin et al. [45]). In this section, a series of analyses are performed
with three artificial seismic waves, in which the numerical models of
the whole wind turbine are the same as those in Section 4.1. These
artificial seismic waves are generated according to the level II earth-
quake in the JSCE guideline [4], whose acceleration spectra are shown
in Fig. 16 with the damping ratio of 5%. The generated seismic waves
also fulfill the requirement of IEC61400-1 [46] which states that the
ground acceleration corresponding to a 475-year recurrence period
should be considered for the seismic loading evaluation of wind tur-
bine. It is obvious that the intensity of the three generated seismic
waves are much less than that of Kumamoto earthquake. The predicted
maximum seismic loading at the base of wind turbine tower are de-
picted in Fig. 17 and those at the dangerous section of shallow foun-
dation are portrayed in Fig. 18. The maximum results of the three
seismic waves are picked up to evaluate the effect of foundation uplift
under the level II earthquake. The differences of predicted seismic
loading with and without considering foundation uplift are calculated
by Eq. (17) and summarized in Table 9. It is noticed that significant
differences exist for the moment at foundation dangerous section
especially for large soil stiffnesses, which means that the foundation
uplift does occur for the designed earthquake intensity. Therefore, it is
necessary to consider the effects of foundation uplift in the real design.

5. Conclusion

The effects of foundation uplift on the seismic loading of wind
turbine tower and shallow foundation are investigated by using a new
dynamic Winkler model. Some results obtained from a limited number
of solutions and conclusions are summarized:

A new dynamic Winkler model is proposed for the dynamic response

Fig. 9. Comparison of acceleration response spectra of seismic waves at
Nishihara Komori, No.4 wind turbine site and engineering bedrock with the
damping ratio of 5%

Fig. 10. Comparison of seismic loading on wind turbine tower with and without foundation uplift.
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analysis of shallow foundation by applying the PySimple3 model to
replace the elastoplastic component in QzSimple2 for the compression
under the foundation and the gap model in QzSimple1 to capture the
foundation uplift and is named as QzSimple4 in this study.

The predicted backbone curves by the proposed QzSimple4 model
shows good agreement with those by experiments, while the conven-
tional QzSimple2 model significantly overestimates the linear range
and ultimate bearing capacity. In addition, the proposed model rea-
sonably captures the acceleration responses of the bridge deck and the
settlement-rotation responses of shallow foundation under various ex-
citation levels. However, the conventional model obviously

Fig. 11. Comparison of seismic loading on shallow foundation with and without foundation uplift.

Table 5
Differences of seismic loading predictions between with and without foundation
uplift.

Tower base Foundation dangerous section

shear
force

moment shear force moment

Difference in percentage 31% −14% 20% 108%

Fig. 12. Comparison of moment-rotation response with and without foundation
uplift.

Fig. 13. Shallow foundation supported wind turbines with scaled Soil I.

Table 6
Summary of Soil I [41]

No. of layer DepthD (m) Density
(t/m3)

S-wave
velocity VS
(m/s)

P-wave
velocity VP
(m/s)

Soil type

1 3.0 1.7 130 320 Sand
2 5.7 1.8 340 720 Sand
3 10.0 1.7 280 720 Clay
4 17.4 1.9 380 1980 Sand
Bedrock – 2.1 510 1980 Rock

Table 7
Equivalent S-wave velocity and scaling factor of 5 soil cases.

Soil case 1 2 3 4 5

Equivalent S-wave velocity VS, equivelent(m/s) 200 250 300 356 400
Scaling factor 0.54 0.69 0.83 1 1.15
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overestimates some acceleration responses of the bridge deck and sig-
nificantly underestimates the settlement responses of shallow founda-
tion.

The foundation uplift occurs under severe earthquakes. Without
considering the foundation uplift, the moment on the wind turbine
tower is slightly overestimated, while that on the shallow foundation is
significantly underestimated for large soil stiffnesses.

Fig. 14. Effect of foundation uplift on seismic loading of wind turbine tower with various soil stiffnesses.

Fig. 15. Effect of foundation uplift on seismic loading of shallow foundation with various soil stiffnesses.

Table 8
Differences of seismic loading predictions with variable soil properties.

VS,equivalent (m/s) 200 250 300 350 400

Difference of shear force at tower
base

−39% −8% 24% 29% 48%

Difference of moment at tower base −43% −28% −16% −12% −5%
Difference of shear force at

foundation dangerous section
−23% −5% 10% 32% 39%

Difference of moment at foundation
dangerous section

23% 68% 95% 137% 139%

Fig. 16. Acceleration response spectra of generated seismic waves with the
damping ratio of 5%
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Fig. 17. Comparison of seismic loading of wind turbine tower with Level II earthquakes.

Fig. 18. Comparison of seismic loading of shallow foundation with Level II earthquakes.

Table 9
Differences of seismic loading predictions with Level II earthquakes.

VS,equi(m/s) 200 250 300 350 400

Difference of shear force at tower
base

−57% −54% −46% 5% 36%

Difference of moment at tower base −65% −46% −25% −11% 5%
Difference of shear force at

foundation dangerous section
−57% −31% −1% 9% 24%

Difference of moment at foundation
dangerous section

−41% 1% 64% 123% 158%
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Appendix A. The way to derive the experimental q-z backbone curves in Fig. 3

The experimental q-z backbone curve in Fig. 3 (known as Obs.) can be derived from the moment-rotation and settlement-rotation responses
corresponding to the Aegion seismic wave as shown in Fig. A1. The data between the two marks are adopted to derive the moment-settlement
response for both large foundation and medium foundation in Fig. A2. Note that the settlement in Fig. A2 is revised as positive values. Once the
moment-settlement response is available, the experimental q-z backbone curve in Fig. 3 (known as Obs.) can be obtained by Eq. (A1). Note that Eq.
(A1) is analogy to the formula calculating the maximum moment capacity in Allotey and El Naggar [7] as shwon in Eq.(A2). The analogy works since
it is believed that Eq. (A2) suits not only the maximum moment capacity in the ultimate state but also other moments.

=q N
NL M

N
L2

-
2

(A1)

=M NL N
q2

-
2u

u

2

(A2)

Fig. A1. Foundation responses under the Aegion seismic wave [26]
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Appendix B. An equivalent linear Winkler model derived from the SR model

The spring distribution in the equivalent linear Winkler model for a shallow foundation with the length D and the width B is shown in Fig. B1.
Assume the shallow foundation is rigid and has a small rotational displacement , the restoring moment acting on the shallow foundation by the soil
springs (Mel - Winkler) can be calculated by Eq. (B1). If the equivalent linear SR model is adopted for the same shallow foundation, the restoring
moment (Mel - SR) is calculated by Eq. (B2). Then, total vertical spring stiffness in the equivalent linear Winkler model can be derived by equating the
two restoring moments as shown in Eq. (B3). The horizontal spring stiffness is the same as that in the equivalent linear SR model. Similarly, the
dashpot damping in the Winkler model can be obtained as shown in Eq. (B4).
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Here, =F k B dx· · ·i v i, = xi i, =Iy
BD
12

3
, =kv

K
A

v and =A BD.
where Fi is the restoring force of the ith spring, i is the displacement of the ith spring, xi is the distance between the foundation center and the ith

spring, kv is the vertical spring stiffness of unit area of shallow foundation, Kv and Cv are the vertical spring stiffness and dashpot damping of the
whole foundation in the equivalent linear Winkler model while Kr and Cr are the rotational spring stiffness and dashpot damping in the equivalent
linear SR model, A and Iy are the area and the second moment of area, respectively.

Fig. A2. Derived moment-settlement responses under the Aegion seismic wave.

Fig. B1. Vertical spring distribution in the equivalent linear Winkler model.
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